Meeting Objectives:
- Touch on Elements of Good Process
- Return to the Topic of Underlying Values and Principles
- Complete the Presentation of How the Landmark Ordinance (Chapter 30) Works Now
- Problem Identification - Confirm and, if Necessary, Expand on the Initial Charge to the Group

3:00  Agenda Preview and Preliminary Matters

3:10  Good Process, Operating Guidelines, etc.

- Goal
- Taking the Larger View and the Longer View - We, not Me
- In Meeting
- Between Meetings

3:30  Values and Principles - The Fundamental Underpinning of the Landmark Ordinance,
How Chapter 30 Works - Completing the Presentation

Ordinance and Rules and Regs
Unfinished Questions/Topics

4:00  Problem Identification

Return to the List of Core Questions
Revise, Add
Conclusion - Generating a Final List of Core Questions

4:55  Comments from Observers - Time Permitting

5:10  Recap, Next Steps, Topics for Meeting 3

5:15  Adjourn